Module 6

Food

Bees visit flowers

Time

Overview

1 hour + outdoor
experience
Material

Photocopies of sheet
F17 (concept cartoon),
F18 and F19 (if required),
F20, F21A and F21B
Skills

Developing verbal
and written arguments

Bees visit flowers is a concept cartoon activity that evaluates competing ideas using discussion of alternative explanations about observable facts. Children decide which of the alternatives presented represents the whole answer. They need to support or add to the statements
in the cartoon and to link these with their own observations.

Aims
To develop children’ understanding of a scientific concept from observed evidence through
discussion and the construction of verbal and written arguments.

Teaching sequence
Keywords

Pollination
Nectar
Pollen
Stamen
Stigma
Anther
Petal
Transfer
Cross-curricular
activity

Literacy

Outdoor activities
Visit a vegetable plot, flower bed, weed patch, brambles, fruit trees, flowering shrubs or bulbs
in flower depending on the time of year and your access to flowering plants. See sheet F17.
Spend time watching bees. Following 1 bee would be helpful. (5-10 minutes – observation can
be done any time before this lesson - during break time, on their way home, in the park,
in the garden at home and written up in science notebooks. See Module 6A Paired Science:
Bees visit flowers.
Indoor activities
1. It may be helpful to start the lesson by revising the parts of the flower. The Module 6
PowerPoint provided in the Media Gallery Food M6 Bees visit flowers may be helpful and
can be kept running on a continuous loop. Spend 10 minutes introducing the task and
explaining what the children are expected to do. They will be constructing arguments to
support the statement in the concept cartoon that they think is correct. They will need to
give at least two reasons for supporting this point of view.
2.

Divide the children into pairs – putting a good reader with a poorer reader may be helpful.
Distribute the concept cartoon sheet F17 and first writing frame sheet F21A.

3.

Give the children 10 minutes to read the statements and write their initial ideas on sheet
F21A.

4.

Enlarge, photocopy and give out the additional evidence sheet sheet F18. There is a
differentiated list of evidence for those with limited reading skills sheet F19. The evidence
sheet can be cut up so that pieces of evidence can be placed on the sorting sheet F20.

5.

The headings on the sorting sheet F20 are the statements from the concept cartoon F17.
Ask each group to decide which of the statements in F18 or F19 provides evidence for
these headings.

6.

When a pair completes this activity, they join with another pair. If the 2 pairs have the
same answer, encourage more argumentation. Ask how they could justify their ideas to
others with different opinions.

7.

Distribute the improved argument sheet sheet F21B and encourage children to improve
their arguments. One person can write on the template for the group, alternatively print
the sheet on an OHT or set it out on a PowerPoint slide for the children to complete.
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8.

Ask the children to vote on the correct answer. If some vote for an incorrect answer, ask the other children to convince them
using the evidence provided.

9.

Class plenary: discuss why good pollination is important for food crops.

Teachers’ notes
See Media Gallery Food M6 Plants that attract bees. Children will need to have been taught:
• names of the parts of the flower and the function of each;
• that pollen can be transferred by different means, e.g. by wind, by insects.
Children will probably have seen bees visiting flowers and have ideas about why they do so. The concept of interdependence
is important for human food production but bees generally visit flowers for food in the form of sugary nectar or protein-rich
pollen. They pollinate flowers unintentionally as they push past the anthers. The sticky stigma collects pollen that has attached
to the bee’s hairy body as it passes. The bee visits many flowers and the pollen on its body could be from different flowers on
the same plant or other plants of the same species. It is also important to remember that pollen from a pea flower will not
pollinate a carrot flower – the pollen grains are a different shape and can’t attach to the stigma.
Because of the way bees are shown on films or in advertisements children can have anthropomorphic views and misconceptions about them. Some children may need help with reading the evidence (pair a good reader with a poor one). They may also
need you to model how to use a writing frame; what sort of thing they need to write on them. Spend time explaining what the
children might write in the boxes. It will be unhelpful to photocopy the writing frames back to back or to staple all of the sheets
together. Laminating the sorting sheet and evidence cards will make it easier for more than one class to use this activity.

Useful information
Honey Bees visits the same flowers 100% of the time until the nectar is no longer available. About two thirds of all flowering
plants need insects, animals or other means e.g. wind, of cross- pollination but the remaining third are self-pollinating.
You may need the following information to help you answer some of the children’s questions.
Some of the information is in the additional evidence the children have to work with on the sorting sheet F18.
Bees collect pollen from flowers to feed to their developing larvae. Bees need pollen because it gives them amino acids,
vitamins, and fats. One hive of bees needs about 45lbs (about 90 kilogrammes) of pollen a year. Bees collect nectar from
flowers. Bees have a honey sack (a bit like a second stomach). The honey sack holds the nectar the bee sucks up.
A bee regurgitates the liquid onto its tongue when it returns to the hive and the heat of the hive and flow of air from beating wings
causes some of the water to evaporate. This thicker liquid is put into the cells of the honey comb. A bee visits one flower after
another until it has a load of about 40 milligrams of nectar to take back to the hive. Bees can‘t see the colour red, so they are
unlikely to visit red flowers. Bees visit flowers, not because they are pretty or smell nice, but because the flowers offer sugary
nectar (often twice as sweet as Coca-Cola!).
Bees can travel up to 4 miles (about 8 kilometres) from the hive to collect nectar and pollen. As a bee brushes past the stamen
(the male part of the flower) pollen attaches to its hairy body. They scrape this pollen into ‘pollen baskets’ on their legs. As the
bee brushes against the sticky stigma (female part of the flower), pollen clings to it.
The pollen grain is in the right place to start growing down into the ovary. Pollen from one flower is taken on the bee’s body to
other flowers in the same species. Nectar is made in the nectary at the base of petals on some flowers or at the end of the flower
tube in others so the bee has to push past the stamens and stigma to get to it. Bees are active during the late spring, summer
and autumn, but they will not fly when it is cold or wet. They only fly on warm days between November and March.
Bees pollinate open flat flowers like daisies as well as tubular flowers like foxgloves or lavender. Bees see the ultraviolet colour
range which means that they can see patterns or nectar guides on a flower that humans cannot see. Both plants and bees
benefit each other – they are interdependent. Cross-pollination is the transfer of pollen between different plants of the same
species, e.g. cucumbers easily cross with other cucumbers but they do not cross with squashes, pumpkins or melons. Fruit and
vegetable growers are worried about declining numbers of wild bees because of bee viruses and bee parasites. Bees can be
killed by insecticides. Wild flowers like dandelion and dead nettle are important because they also supply bees with nectar.
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Useful websites
http://www.sciencemuseum.org.uk/antenna/bumblebee/ may also be helpful.
A wide range of images of pollen grains can be downloaded from http://www-saps.plantsci.cam.ac.uk/pollen/index.htm

Sources of support
Local bee keepers may have an exhibition hive that they will bring to school to show the children – they can feel the heat from all
of the bees in the hive and the vibration from their wing beats.

Extension activity
Consider how animal extinctions might affect biodiversity and ecosystems. If pollinators, essential for seed production of plants
which are the earth‘s primary producers, decline in number, some mutually beneficial relationships may be threatened.
Some plants, e.g. fly orchids, are so specialised that only one species of insect pollinates them. Children look for examples of
such plants. They could also see whether only certain bees visit certain flowers, e.g. bumblebees pollinate bean flowers because
other bees are too light to open the flower.
The Art topic provides other activities relevant to pollination.
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Concept Cartoon - Bees visit flowers

A. Bees pollinate
a flower while they
collect what they
need from it.

B. Be
e
flowe s only go
rs to
ge t p to
ollen

.

D. Bees visit flo
wers to pollinate
them.

C. Bees only visit
flowers to get honey.
After Koegh & Naylor 2001

F17

Evidence about bee visits to flowers

Bees collect pollen from flowers to take
back to the hive and feed to their larvae.

Bees need pollen because it gives them
nutrients (amino acids, vitamins, and fats).

A bee visits one flower after another until
it has a load of about 40 milligrams of
nectar to take back to the hive.

One hive of bees needs about 45 kg
(100 lbs) of pollen a year.

Bees visit flowers, not because they are
pretty or smell nice, but because the flowers supply them with sugary nectar (often
twice as sweet as Coca-Cola).

Bees have a honey sack (a bit like a second stomach). The honey sack holds the
nectar the bee sucks up from flowers.  

Bees collect pollen on their hairy body as
they pass the anther (male pollen holder).
They scrape it into “pollen sacks” on their
legs.

Bees brush past the sticky stigma (female
pollen receiver), pollen grains cling to it.
They are in the right place to grow down
into the ovary.

Bees can fly about 8 kilometres (4 miles)
from the hive.  It makes honey from nectar
in the hive.

Pollen from one flower is taken on the
bee’s body to other flowers in the same
species.

The nectar is made in the nectary. In some
flowers this is at the end of the flower tube
so the bee has to push past the stamen and
stigma to get to it.

Plants and bees benefit each other – they
are interdependent.

F18

Evidence about bee visits to flowers (differentiated)

Bees collect pollen to feed their larvae.

Bees visit flowers, for the sugary nectar
not because flowers are pretty or smell
nice.

Nectar can be twice as sweet as CocaCola.

A bee has a honey sack (a bit like a second stomach) to hold the nectar it sucks
up from flowers.  

A bee visits one flower after another to
make a 40 milligram load of nectar to
take back to the hive.

To get to the nectar a bee has to push
past the flower’s stamen and stigma.

Bees collect pollen in the “pollen sacks”
on their legs.

Bees scrape the pollen from their body
into pollen sacks on their legs.  

Pollen clings to a bee’s hairy body as it
passes the stamen (the male part of the
flower).

Hairs on the bee’s body carry pollen
from one flower to another flower of the
same species.

Pollen from a bee clings to the sticky
stigma (female part of the flower).

One hive of bees needs about 45kg (100
lbs) of pollen a year.

Bees make honey from nectar in the hive.

Without bees some flowering plants could
not make seeds or the fruit we eat.

F19

F20

A. Bees pollinate a
B. Bees only go to flow- C. Bees only visit flowflower while they collect ers to get pollen.
ers to get honey.
what they need from it.

Sorting sheet
D. Bees visit flowers to
pollinate them.

Other evidence

Argument One
The scientists in our group are

We argue that

We think this because

F21A

Argument Two
We think that Argument (A B C or D) .................... is correct because ...

Another reason is that ...

One reason Argument (A B C or D) .................... is wrong is that ...

We also think that ...

Finally we think that ...

Today I learned

F21B

MODULE 6A

Food

Paired Science: bees visit flowers

Time

Overview

1 week – not in school
time
Material

Flowers to observe e.g.
weeds, garden flowers,
flowers in a park
Science notebook
Watch with
a second hand
Photocopies of Paired
Science sheet F22
Skills

Working with parents,
other adults or friends
Individual thinking and
reasoning

Teachers send out the Paired Science sheet to parents (parents/mentors/talk partners) in
order to enrich science lessons by showing children real life situations that mirror science
lessons. Watching, recording and timing bee visits to plants in a garden, park or on the way
to school.

Aims
To involve parents (or others) in science education so that a child begins to understand that
school and real life are linked.
To introduce the idea of taking a sample.

Working sequence
1.

Parents are asked to help children observe bees that are visiting flowers on a warm day.

2.

Together they count the number of times a bee visits flowers on one plant until it flies
away. Make a note of this number, roughly the length of time each complete visit took and
any other relevant information in a science notebook. Here is an example but they can
record in any way they wish.

Keywords

Observe
Count
Repeat
Cross-curricular
Activity

Parental contribution
to school education
PSHE

Honey bee or
bumblebee

Number of
Plant
flowers visited

Time

comments

Bumblebee

32

3 minutes

sunny and
warm

Lavender

3.

They count again for another bee visiting the same or other plants and add to the table.

4.

They look at different plants and make a note of the colour of the flowers that bees are
visiting.

5.

They generate questions and try to find the answers, e.g. does a bee visit more than one
kind of flower?, are there many flowers on the plant you are watching?, how long has the
plant you are watching been flowering?, are all the bees you watch the same?

6.

Describe or draw the bees you have seen.

7.

They can also try the experiment again on a wet day or a cold day and note any differences.

8.

If they have food plants in the garden, they can look at them in particular. If they haven’t,
assure them that they will still have plenty of information about bees.

Teachers’ notes
It is best to do this work before or early in the unit on pollination and on a sunny day from
spring to autumn. Ask parents to encourage the child to persist and go on following the same
bee. It may visit as many as 100 flowers on the same plant. Encourage parents to help
children to repeat the observation. The best plants for observing bees are lavender, foxgloves,
borage, chives, sage, hebe, dead nettles, toadflax, roses, apple/plum blossom, vetch.
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Paired Science

Work through these activities and make a note of the answers in your
science notebook.
Health and safety
Bees will not sting unless you upset them in some way – keep at a distance and get closer
only if you need to.  
• Count the number of times a bee visits flowers on one plant until it flies away. Make a
note in your science notebook. You could use a table like this but if you can think of a better way then use that.
Honey bee or
bumblebee

Number of
flowers visited

Plant

Time

comments

Bumblebee

32

Lavender

3 minutes

sunny and warm

• Count again for another bee visiting the same or another plant and make a note of how
many flowers this one visited and how long it stayed on the plant.
• Look at different plants and make a note of the colour of flowers that bees are on. You
might also count the visits on one or more of these plants too.
• If possible, try these experiments again on a wet day, windy or a cold day. What did you
notice?
• Ask some questions and try to find the answers, e.g. did a bee visit more than one kind of
flower?, are there many flowers on the plant you are watching?, how long has the plant
you are watching been flowering?, has anything changed about the flowers in this time?,
are all the bees you watch the same? Try to describe or draw them.
• If you have any food plants in the garden, look at them in particular. (Don’t worry if you
haven’t, you will still have plenty of information about bees.)

Today I learned

F22

